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In spite of many attempts, no local realistic model seems to be able to reproduce EPR-Bell type
correlations, unless non ideal detection is allowed. The low efficiency of detectors in all experiments
with photons makes the use of the fair sampling assumption unavoidable. However, since this
very assumption is false in all existing local realistic models based on inefficient detection, we thus
question its validity. We show that it is no more reasonable to assume fair sampling than it is
impossible to test, and we actually propose an experimental test which would provides clear cut
results in case of unfair sampling.
I. INTRODUCTION
The role of the efficiency of detectors in EPR-Bohm
experiments [1, 2] with photons has been the subject
of continuous investigation during the last thirty years,
since allowing for non ideal detection is the only acknowl-
edged way to get an apparent violation of CHSH-Bell In-
equality [3, 4] with a local realistic model [24]. The main
difference between existing experiments [25] and local re-
alistic models thus based on inefficiency is the status of
the fair sampling assumption. On one hand, in order to
assess that a violation of Bell inequality has occurred, all
EPR-Bell experiments with photons are interpreted as-
suming fair sampling, as it is taken to be both a reason-
able and experimentally untestable assumption. On the
other hand, this very assumption is precisely false in all
existing local realistic models based on inefficiency. Yet,
these models are supposed to be only ad hoc, designed to
show that a violation of Bell inequality is possible in prin-
ciple, but usually without any claim for relevance with
physical reality.
The purpose of this article is to question this fair sam-
pling assumption. We will show that a very straightfor-
ward model using contextual probabilities [5] can repro-
duce EPR correlations and that it is possible to overcome
the usual understanding of the fair sampling issue with
a generic test capable of disproving the fair sampling as-
sumption.
II. A SIMPLE LOCAL HIDDEN-VARIABLE
MODEL BASED ON THE DETECTION
LOOPHOLE
The well-known scheme for an EPR-Bell experiment is
represented on Fig. 1. A source sends pairs of photons,
labelled 1 and 2, in an entangled singlet state |ψ〉, and po-
larization measurements are carried out on these photons
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FIG. 1: Two-channel EPR-Bell experiment with photons.
The source is the rotationally invariant singlet state |ψ〉 and
the measurement is made by two polarizing beamsplitters
with orientation settings ϕA and ϕB, monitored by a four-
fold coincidence setup (not represented here).
using polarizing beam splitters (PBS) A and B oriented
respectively along ϕA and ϕB. The possible measure-
ment results for each particle are labelled as +1 if the
particle is detected in the ordinary channel, and as -1 if
it is detected in the extraordinary channel.
The rates of the four possible coincident events are
labelled [26] R++, R+−, R−+, and R−−. For instance
R+− is the rate of coincident detection in the +1 channel
of polarizing beamsplitter A and in the -1 channel of
polarizing beamsplitter B. Let Rd be the total rate of
detected pairs, defined as:
Rd(ρ, ϕA, ϕB) = R++ +R+− +R−+ +R−−. (1)
It is then possible to define the correlation function as
E(ρ, ϕA, ϕB) =
R++ −R+− −R−+ +R−−
Rd(ρ, ϕA, ϕB)
(2)
As is well known, experiments with pairs of photons [6, 7]
show a cos[2(ϕB−ϕA)] correlation, in agreement with the
predictions of quantum mechanics.
There are not many ways to get such an EPR-like cor-
relation using a local realistic model based on the detec-
tion loophole. This point was already stressed by Clauser
and Shimony [8], although they pointed this as a case
against local hidden-variables models, whereas for us it
grants the generality of our point. The model we will use
here is indeed a simple variant of the one that has been
used many times to show explicitly that a local realistic
2model based on detection loophole can be in agreement
with the experimental results [9, 10, 11, 12, 13], and that
these models need not even be “highly artificial” [8], but
can in fact be sound consequences of known principles
of physics [14, 15, 16]. In our model, each particle is
provided with an internal parameter λ—a polarization—
that can take any value in the interval [0, 2pi], and the
particles issued from one pair have the same polariza-
tion. The fate of a particle incoming into an analyzer
orientated along the direction ϕ is determined by the
difference α = |λ− ϕ| :
• If α is close to 0 modulo pi the particle goes into
the channel labelled +1.
• If α is close to pi/2 modulo pi, the particle goes into
the channel labelled −1.
As such, the model is incapable of providing anything
better than the saw tooth, however we define “close”
and whatever the polarization distribution of the pairs
of particles (a consequence of Bell’s Theorem). However,
if there exists a third channel, labelled 0, corresponding
to a non detection, measurements which tend to reduce
the curve to a saw tooth can be discarded, thus yield-
ing to a S greater than 2, up to 4. The particles that
must remain undetected for this purpose are the ones for
which α ≃ pi/4 modulo pi/2, while all other sampling of
undetected particles would reduce the correlation curve
to a saw tooth, resulting in no apparent violation of Bell
Inequalities [27]. We may refer conveniently thereafter to
the particles for which α ≃ pi/4 modulo pi/2 as shaky par-
ticles. By this terminology, we emphasized that a small
perturbation of the internal polarization λ of a shaky par-
ticle would induce a change in the channel the particle
would choose if it was to be detected [28].
This sampling process presents the crucial feature of
being unfair. A sampling process is thus said to be un-
fair if the probability P runfair for a particle to be rejected
depends on its hidden parameters (i.e., the internal polar-
ization λ in our model) and on the measurement settings
(i.e., the orientation ϕ of the PBS). One can write this
dependence explicitly by stating that the probability of
non detection is of the form:
P runfair = P
r
unfair(λ, ϕ). (3)
A direct consequence of this local unfair sampling is
that for each pair of measurement settings ϕ1 and ϕ2
the ensemble of detected pairs Sϕ1ϕ2 belongs to a spe-
cific probability spaces Ωϕ1ϕ2 which does depend on the
measurement settings ϕ1 and ϕ2. For each ϕ1 and ϕ2,
some specific regions of the Kolmogorov space are simply
never recorded: the probability space has become con-
textual. In other words, a straightforward consequence
of unfair sampling is the contextuality of the associated
probabilities [5]. Bell’s theorem, which is derived by us-
ing one fixed space [17], is therefore no longer valid here,
and multi-context framework generalizations of Bell and
CHSH inequalities are required [17, 18, 19].
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FIG. 2: Unrealistic correlation. The internal polarization is
exactly the same for the particles from one pair.
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FIG. 3: Realistic correlation. The internal polarization dif-
fers slightly for the particles from one pair. The result is an
apparent raw violation of CHSH-Bell Inequality by S = 2.76,
for less than 30% pairs rejected and a visibility of 0.97. The
solid curve is not a fit to the data but the prediction of Quan-
tum Mechanics.
We performed a first numerical simulation [29] in the
case where both particles from one pair do share exactly
the same polarization λ. The correlation obtained in this
case shows unrealistic sharp edges (see Fig. 2). This un-
realistic correlation function can be smoothed very near
a cosinus simply by slightly breaking the statistical align-
ment of the polarization of particles in accordance with a
gaussian distribution centered on perfect alignment[30].
The correlation then shows a good agreement with the
predictions of Quantum Mechanics (see Fig. 3). Note
that this was obtained here with unsharp polarization
correlations of particles [31] and sharp boundaries for the
channels in the analyzer. It should however be possible
to proceed the other way round and get the same result.
III. COMPARING STERN-GERLACH DEVICES
WITH POLARIZING BEAMSPLITTERS
The question then arising is, where this rejection oc-
curs and why. The purpose of this article is not to discuss
in details the likeliness of some possible explanations, but
to focus on the observable consequences of either fair or
unfair sampling. We would like nevertheless to make few
3remarks at this point.
By order of magnitude, the most important places for
this rejection are the detectors, since for the experiments
performed with photons, their efficiency was at best 10%.
The important aspect is however not the magnitude of
rejections, but the selectiveness of these rejections. For
this purpose, the analyzers providing two-channel mea-
surement are much better candidates [14]. Indeed the
experiments carried out so far were not performed with
Stern-Gerlach devices and atoms, but with polarizing
beamsplitters and photons. While Stern-Gerlach devices
can in principle perform an ideal two-channel measure-
ment on all emitted atoms, as the separation of the beam
of atoms in two channels occurs in a vacuum, the sepa-
ration of the photons into two channels by a polarizing
beamsplitter occurs in a solid, i.e. two birefringent prisms
assembled together. Therefore, assuming that a polariz-
ing beamsplitter is an ideal analyzer similar to a Stern-
Gerlach device is a risky assumption. It would mean that
the polarizing beamsplitter treats all impinging photons
equally, providing a clear +1 or -1 as a result, while a 0
would occur independently of the internal polarization of
the photon. Even though this problem was acknowledge
on some rare occasions [20], it was obviously not con-
sidered serious enough to prevent the possibility of an
experimental test using these polarizing beamsplitters.
Nevertheless, in our view this assumption of fair sampling
cannot a priori be accepted as reasonable for two-channel
polarizing beamsplitters. In other words, our hypothesis
is that on the contrary a polarizing beamsplitter is un-
fair and that this behavior is actually responsible for the
observed EPR-Bell correlations [32].
IV. TESTING THE FAIR SAMPLING
ASSUMPTION FOR LOCAL HIDDEN VARIABLE
MODELS
Fair sampling is not only reputed to be a reasonable as-
sumption, which as we have seen above can be criticized
[33], but it is also reputed impossible to test experimen-
tally. Yet, it is rather difficult to find in the literature any
clear justification for this line of thought. At most some
statements can be found relative to the one-channel type
experiment [4], but to the best of our knowledge, there is
however no such a justification for the two-channel type
experiment. We will actually show hereafter how fair
sampling can be put to a test, first with a known passive
test for which experimental investigations might unfor-
tunately not be conclusive, and then with a new active
test that should provide more contrasty results.
Let us assume that two sampling processes are at
stakes in the EPR-Bell two channel experiment, one fair,
the other unfair. Note that compared to the unfair sam-
pling defined in Eq. (3), a sampling process is fair if the
probability P rfair for a particle to be rejected according
to this process does not depend on its hidden parameters
(i.e., the internal polarization λ in our model) and on
the measurement settings (i.e., the orientation ϕ of the
PBS).
Let us assume that we have at disposal a stable source
of entangled photons, so that the rate of particles emitted
by the source is a constant of time. LetR be the total rate
of pairs entering in the coincidence circuitry. We assume
that R is independent of the polarization distribution of
the source and of the measurement parameters ϕA and
ϕB, since the source of entangled photons is rotationally
invariant. Let Runfair be the rate of pairs rejected ac-
cording to the unfair sampling process. This rate depends
on the polarization distribution ρ of the source and on
the orientations ϕA and ϕB of the two-channel devices,
that is, Runfair = Runfair(ρ, ϕA, ϕB) [34]. Finally, let
Rfair be the rate of pairs rejected according to the fair
sampling process, which is on the contrary completely
independent of these same variables.
The experimentally available total rate of detected
pairs in case of unfair sampling can then be written as:
Rd(ρ, ϕA, ϕB) = R−Runfair(ρ, ϕA, ϕB)−Rfair. (4)
The fair sampling assumption is then written as
Runfair(ρ, ϕA, ϕB) = 0, so that the total rate of detected
pairs Rd is no more dependent on ρ, ϕA, and ϕB than
are R and Rfair:
Rd(ρ, ϕA, ϕB) = R −Rfair, ∀ ρ, ϕA, ϕB. (5)
Testing the fair sampling assumption therefore means to
test which one among equations (4) and (5) holds exper-
imentally. Unlike with the one-channel experiment, this
can be decided experimentally by making the settings ρ,
ϕA, and ϕB vary [35]. In case of unfair sampling, the
measured total rate of detected pairs should depend on
these settings, according to Eq. (4), whereas it should
remain independent of them in case of fair sampling, ac-
cording to Eq. (5).
A. A passive fair sampling test
A first possible way to test the fair sampling assump-
tion is to vary the angle between the polarizing beam-
splitters ∆ϕ = |ϕB −ϕA|, and check whether a variation
of Rd is observed.
We made a numerical simulation using the model de-
scribed above with settings exhibiting sharp correlations
as in Fig. 2, and observed that the size of Rd is not con-
stant (see Fig. 4) when ∆ϕ is varied from 0 to pi. This
is due to the fact that the errors are dependent: if both
analyzers are oriented in the same direction modulo pi/2,
then the chances that only one particle remains unde-
tected are smaller than for other relative angles, and since
the total number of undetected particles is a constant, the
total number of detected pairs is larger. This effect might
however be difficult to observe experimentally. We have
carried out a numerical simulation with the same loose
correlations that gave us a close fit with the predictions
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FIG. 4: Total coincidence rate for the unrealistic violation
of CHSH-Bell inequality observed in Fig. 2. Unfair sampling
and dependent errors induce a sharp variation of Rd.
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FIG. 5: Total coincidence rate for the realistic violation of
CHSH-Bell inequality observed in Fig. 3. The variation of
Rd appears less sharply and might be easily mistaken for a
constant in a real experiment.
of Quantum Mechanics, as in Fig. 4, and found that the
error dependence is more difficult to observe (see Fig. 5),
not to mention that in our model no dark rates or no
mistakes of any kind are implemented, which would un-
doubtedly make this dependence even more difficult to
observe, so that checking fair sampling with this test can
hardly be conclusive [36].
B. An active fair sampling test
Nevertheless, another approach to testing fair sampling
is possible by varying not only ϕA and ϕB like in the pre-
vious section, but also the polarization distribution ρ of
the source, on which also depends Runfair. Instead of the
rotationally invariant polarization distribution ρ∗ of the
source, we propose to use a source state with probability
distribution ρθ centered on a particular polarization an-
gle θ. We will see that varying ρθ, allows to exhibit clear
cut discrepancies depending on whether or not the fair
sampling assumption holds [37].
In order to control the source experimentally, our pro-
posal is therefore to insert two aligned polarizing beam-
splitters, both oriented along the same angle θ, in the
coincidence circuitry right after the rotationally invari-
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FIG. 6: Scheme of controlled EPR-Bell experiment to ac-
tively test fair sampling. The only difference with the usual
EPR-Bell experiment (see Fig. 1) is the source, which is con-
trolled by the parameter θ. In case of unfair sampling, this
setup should exhibit oscillations for the total coincidence rate
as in Fig. 7.
ant source ρ∗ of entangled photons and before the two-
channel measurement devices [38].
The procedure to simulate our active fair sampling test
is the following:
1. In all model based on the detection loophole, a
detection pattern for the couple PBS+Detector is
given. It processes an input, dispatching each par-
ticle in the proper channel in order to obtain the
EPR-Bell statistics when a specific rotationally in-
variant source ρ∗ impinges onto it. The model usu-
ally says nothing as to the output polarization dis-
tribution of each channel, and that is what we need
since our test uses the output of a polarizer to con-
trol the polarization distribution ρθ of the pairs.
2. This output polarization distribution must be set
consistently when impinging on the PBS+Detector
pattern with the known behavior of two successive
polarizer, i.e., consistently with the Malus law, and
also consistently with the projection postulate of
Quantum Mechanics (that is, a polarizer does not
only filter a polarized beam, it also rotates its main
polarization direction, as can be seen by inserting
a polarizer between two crossed polarizers).
3. As described above, our active fair sampling test
consists in inserting two aligned polarizing beam-
splitters oriented along an angle θ in the coinci-
dence circuitry before the two-channel measure-
ment devices, both oriented along the same angle
ϕ.
Note that this procedure is quite general and need not
apply solely to our model. Although local realist mod-
els based on the detection loophole are always concerned
only with reproducing the EPR correlations (Step. 1), it
is straightforward in most cases to complete the model
so as to get the Malus law (Step. 2), and thereof perform
our fair sampling test (Step. 3). We have actually fol-
lowed this procedure both with our model and the model
that seemed to be the least alike ours, that is Larsson’s
model, and found that the output necessary to repro-
duce Step. 2 is the same, and that the result of our test
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FIG. 7: Total coincidence rate for a source controlled with
aligned polarizing beamsplitters at angle 0 and for realistic
settings (as in Fig. 3 and Fig. 5). The variation of Rd due to
unfair sampling appears sharply.
in Step. 3 shows exactly the same behavior, as exhibited
in Fig. 6.
To be more specific, we gave a gaussian distribution
to the output polarization of the photons in the consid-
ered channel (+1 in this case). In other words, the out-
put state of each particle dispatched in channel +1 was
modified randomly according to the context of the en-
countered polarizing beamsplitter so that this output has
statistically the form of a gaussian distribution centered
on the main polarization direction of the polarizer [39].
In a quantum formulation, this modification of the state
is nothing but the collapsing of the initial vector state,
from the rotationally invariant singlet state to |++〉θ. By
doing so we have obtained the Malus law behavior with-
out in any way modifying our detection pattern for the
EPR-Bell experiment. The numerical simulation with
the same settings as for the realistic violation of Bell in-
equality of Fig. 4, and θ = 0, shows a much clearer char-
acteristic of unfair sampling (see Fig. 7), with very clear
oscillations: the contrast is roughly five times better than
for the passive fair sampling test of Fig. 5 (1/3 against
1/15). This behavior can be explained in the following,
all pairs coming from the controlled source are such that
λ ≃ θ modulo pi, so that if both analyzers are oriented
in the same direction ϕA = ϕB = ϕ, the sum of all four
coincidence rates Rd drops when ϕ = θ + pi/4 modulo
pi/2, because then almost all particles are shaky.
Thanks to its higher contrast, this behavior should be
possible to observe even with some noise and not so bright
and accurate source of entangled photons. It must be
noted that these oscillations cannot be made arbitrarily
small without hindering the observed EPR-Bell correla-
tions: the higher the violation of Bell Inequalities, the
higher the oscillations of the total coincidence rate in
our fair sampling test.
Our test can therefore rule out fair sampling if these
oscillations are observed experimentally [40], since no fair
sampling process could account for such contrasty oscil-
lations thus connected to an apparent violation of Bell
inequalities.
V. CONCLUSION
The detection loophole still remains the most strin-
gent of all loopholes, so that the available EPR-Bell ex-
periments would be far more convincing if fair sampling
was thoroughly investigated, instead of assumed as be-
ing reasonable. The new experiment we have proposed
here should be simple to implement, and should allow to
check whether the fairness of the sampling in an EPR-
Bell experiments is a reasonable assumption.
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